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A classical invariant of an M-primary ideal I in a local Noetherian ring
 .R, M is its Hilbert function H . It is defined byI
H n s length RrI n .  .I
for n G 0. For n large enough the values of the Hilbert function agree
w xwith the values of a polynomial P g Q T which is called the HilbertI
polynomial. If d is the dimension of R then the Hilbert polynomial can be
represented in the form
dT q d y 1 T q d y 2P T s e y e q ??? q y1 e .  .I 0 1 d /  /d d y 1
w x12, 17 . ``Large enough'' is a vague notion. To make it more precise the
 .  .largest number n such that H n / P n has been called the postulationI I
w x w xnumber 15 or the regularity index 11 of the Hilbert function. This
number has been determined under rather restrictive hypotheses about
the coefficients of the Hilbert polynomial and it is connected with reduc-
 wtion numbers cf., e.g., 7, Theorem 2.1; 9, Corollary 1, Theorem 2; 15,
xTheorem 4.3; 16, Sect. 3; 17, Theorem 1.4 . In the present paper some
more general estimates for the postulation number will be established.
They are of the following type.
Let I be a set of M-primary ideals in R and suppose that some
mapping
w : I ª N
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 .  w x.is given. For example, w I might be the order of I cf. 22, p. 362 or the
 w x.degree of nilpotency of I cf. 18, p. 79 or the minimal number of
generators of I or the multiplicity of I i.e., the coefficient e of the0
. y1 4.Hilbert polynomial of I . For every r g N define I s w 0, . . . , r . Ther
main question, then is: Does there exist a mapping f : N ª N such that
 .for every r g N and every I g I the postulation number p I is boundedr
 .from above by f r ?
A mapping f solving this problem is called a bounding function.
It will be shown that the answer to this question is affirmative for every
local noetherian ring of residue characteristic zero if I is the set of all
 .M-primary ideals and w I is the degree of nilpotency of I. In
Cohen]Macaulay rings such a result entails a similar bound for the
reduction numbers of the ideals in I.
Having established the existence of a bounding function the next obvi-
ous problem is to determine such a function explicitly. This seems to be a
much harder problem than merely to prove the existence. However, by
reducing the scope of the question an answer becomes feasible. Both the
class of rings and the class I of ideals can be restricted. This will be
illustrated by producing bounding functions in the following situations:
 .R,M is a regular local ring of dimension 2 and characteristic 0, I is
} the set of M-primary ideals which are generated by monomials in
 4a set u, ¨ of parameters and have a minimal reduction with the same
property, or
} the set of M-primary ideals which are generated by monomials in
 4a set u, ¨ of parameters, or
} the set of all M-primary ideals.
It is obvious from these remarks that the results of this paper are
susceptible to many different variations by choosing different classes of
rings, different classes of ideals, and different numerical invariants for w.
The present choice of w as the degree of nilpotency was made in view of
w x possible explicit computations: Suppose that A s k X , . . . , X k some1 d
.  .field and that X is the maximal ideal generated by the variables. If
 .  .R s A , M s X then an ideal I ; A is X -primary if and only if X .  X .
I is M-primary. If this is the case then the degrees of nilpotency of I X .
 .with respect to X and of I with respect to M agree as well as their X .
Hilbert functions and, consequently, their postulation numbers. So, in this
important special case all computations are reduced to computations in a
polynomial ring. And for doing these there is a powerful tool available in
 w x.the form of Grobner bases cf. 4, 1 . In particular, the very first step inÈ
 .dealing with the ideal I is to check if I is X -primary. Using GrobnerÈ
bases this can be done in such a way that the determination of the degree
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of nilpotency is included. Assuming that a bound for the postulation
 . number of I is actually known}say, p I F r} this is the case, for
.example, if d s 2 then there is an obvious algorithm for the computation
of P : Using Grobner bases of the ideals I rq1, . . . , I rqdq1 one determinesÈI
 .  .the d q 1 successive values H r q 1 , . . . , H r q d q 1 of the HilbertI I
function and from these P can be determined by solving a system of linearI
equations.
1. FINITENESS OF THE SET OF HILBERT FUNCTIONS
Let R be a local Noetherian ring of residue characteristic 0 and
dimension d with maximal ideal M. Then R contains a copy of the field Q
Ãof rational numbers. The M-adic completion of R is denoted by R; its
Ã w xmaximal ideal is M 2, Sect. 2, No. 12, No. 13 . If I ; R is M-primary then
Ã ÃR is also the I-adic completion of R. The completion I of I is an
ÃM-primary ideal and the canonical homomorphism
Ãgr R ª gr R .  .ÃI I
of associated graded rings is an isomorphism. The Hilbert function of HI
w xof I is the ``cumulative Hilbert function'' 13, p. 317 of this graded ring
Ãand it agrees with the Hilbert function H of I. So, from the point of viewÃI
of Hilbert functions we may assume that R is complete in the M-adic
wtopology. In particular, R contains a field k of representatives 3, Chap.
xIX, p. 29, Theoreme 1 . As in the introduction, for some r g N let I beÁ r
r the set of M-primary ideals containing M i.e., with degree of nilpotency
.at most r . The first main result of the paper is
 4THEOREM 1. The set H ¬ I g I of Hilbert functions is finite.I r
The main idea of the proof is to parametrize the ideals in I : Ther
k-subspace M r of M has finite codimension, say t. If x , . . . , x is a basis1 t
of M modulo M r then M decomposes as a direct sum:
t
rM s kx [ M .[ i
is1
Any ideal I g I decomposes similarly asr
t
r rI s I l kx [ M s I [ M .[ i 1 /is1
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So, to know I is the same as to know I . Since dim I F t each of these1 k 1
vector spaces can be generated by a set of t linear combinations
t
y s a x , i s 1, . . . , ti i j j
js1
w xof the x . The coefficient matrix A s a of this set of linear combina-j i j
tions will be allowed to vary. Then the varying elements y , . . . , y generate1 t
a family of subspaces W ; [kx . The ideal generated by W q M r isA i A
 . t= tdenoted by Id A . Thus, a map Id: k ª I has been defined. It shouldr
 .be noted that usually W m Id A l [ kx . However, if I g I is givenA i r
 .and if a matrix A is chosen such that W s I l [kx then I s Id A and,A i
 .of course, W s Id A l [ kx . In particular, the map Id is surjective.A i
Given an ideal I g I there is no canonical way of choosing a matrix Ar
 .with I s Id A . In particular, the parametrization of I by the matrices inr
k t= t is not bijective. In this respect it differs from parametrizations in
connection with Hilbert schemes. Lacking any way of choosing a distin-
 .guished matrix A with I s Id A the present parametrization uses all
matrices with this property. This has the advantage that the parametrizing
space, being just an affine space, is of a rather simple nature.
It will be shown that there is a finite partition
k t= t s C j ??? j C1 s
into constructible subsets such that
H s HId A. IdB .
whenever A and B belong to the same constructible piece. Once this has
been shown the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
To formalize the concept of varying coefficients we introduce a set of
variables U , i, j s 1, . . . , t, and consider the polynomial ringi j
w x w xR U s R U ¬ i , j s R m k U .i j k
w x t= tAny special choice of a matrix A s a g k then corresponds to ani j
R-algebra homomorphism
w xw : R U ª R: U ª a .A i j i j
The homomorphisms w can also be described as the canonical mapA
w x w xR U ª R U m k s R ,kwU x
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w xwhere k is a k U -algebra via the substitution
w xk U ª k : U ª a .i j i j
w xIf I ; R U is the ideal generated by the setU
t
rM j U x i s 1, . . . , t i j j 5
js1
 .  .then w I s Id A , and every element of I can be represented in thisA U r
way. It is also clear that
n nnw I s w I s Id A .  . .A U A U
for every n g N. Using the description of w via tensorization togetherA
with right exactness of the tensor product one sees that
n nw xRrId A ( R U rI m k .  .U kwU x
for every n g N. It will be shown that there is a partition
w xSpec k U s C j ??? j C1 s
 .into locally closed constructible subsets such that each C Zariski closures
is irreducible with C ; C an open affine subvariety and such that fors s
w xevery s all the k C -moduless
w x n w xR U rI m k C , n g N .U kwU x s
 w xare simultaneously free of finite rank where k C is the coordinate rings
.of the variety C . If this has been shown the proof of Theorem 1 iss
w x w xcomplete. Pick two k-rational points A s a , B s b g C , and leti j i j s
w xw , w : R U ª RA B
be the corresponding homomorphisms. Then
n nw x w xRrId A ( R U rI m k C m k , .  .U kwU x s kwC xs
n nw x w xRrId B ( R U rI m k C m k .  .U kwU x s kwC xs
are both free of the same finite rank for every n g N. These are both
k-vector spaces and hence
n n
H n s dim RrId A s dim RrId B s H n . .  .  .  .Id A. k k IdB .
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w xIt remains to prove the existence of a partition of Spec k U as de-
scribed above. For this purpose we will prove
 .THEOREM 2. Suppose that R, M is a complete local Noetherian ring
with k as a field of representati¨ es. Let A be a finitely generated domain o¨er k
and let B s R m A. Because of faithful flatness, A and R will be consideredk
. ras subrings of B. Let J ; B be an ideal containing M and ha¨ing the
 4property that J l A s 0 . Let
G s gr B s J nrJ nq1 s G . [ [J n
nG0 nGo
be the associated grading ring of B with respect to J. Then A ; G is a subring0
 .and there is some 0 / f g A such that each homogeneous summand G ofn f
G s G m A is a free A -module of finite rank.f A f f
This theorem may be considered as a homogeneous version of a result
w xabout generic flatness 10, p. 158, Theorem 52 . Note that, by this refer-
ence, it is possible to find some f g A, f / 0, such that G is a freef
A -module. However, for the present purposes it is necessary to have anf
A - basis of G which consists of homogeneous elements. The proof off f
w xTheorem 2 is very much like the proof of Lemma 1 in 10, p. 156 . But
before proving Theorem 2 we will first see how it can be used to finish the
w xProof of Theorem 1. First suppose that V ; Spec k U is any irre-
w xducible subvariety with coordinate ring k V . The restriction homomor-
w x w xphism r : k U ª k V yields a surjectionV
w x w x w x w xw : R m k U s R U ª R m k V s R V .V k k
 . w x w xLet I s w I ; R V . It is claimed that by setting A s k V andV V U
w xB s R V in Theorem 2 the hypotheses about the ideal J ; B hold for I .V
Since M r ; I it is clear that also M r ; I . By flatness the kernel of wU V V
 .is R m ker r , hencek V
wy1 I s I q R m ker r . .  .V V U k V
A direct computation now shows that
y1 w xw I l k U s ker r , .  .V V V
w x  4hence I l k V s 0 .V
w xTheorem 2 now applies to show that there is some f g k V , f / 0,V V
 w x. w xsuch that each homogeneous component of gr R V is a free k V -I f fV V Vw xmodule of finite rank. But then also the k V -modulefV
w x n w x w x nR U rI m k V ( R V rI .  .f fU kwU x VV V
is free of finite rank for every n g N.
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Using induction on the dimension of V it will now be shown that every
w xirreducible subvariety V ; Spec k U can be partitioned into locally closed
constructible subsets C , . . . , C such that each C is irreducible with1 s s
C ; C an open affine subvariety and such that alls s
w x n w xR U rI m k C .u kwU x s
are simultaneously free of finite rank.
w xIf dim V s 0 then k V is a finite algebraic extension field of k. Hence
 w x n . w x w xR U rI m k V is a finite dimensional k V -vector space forU kwU x
every n.
The induction hypothesis is that the partitioning is possible for all
w xirreducible subvarieties of Spec k U which have dimension - dim V. Now
w xconsider the subvariety V. Choose 0 / f g k V such that eachV
 w x n .R V rI is free of finite rank. Thus, the open affine subvarietyV fV
 .D f ; V can serve as one piece of the partition. Each of the irreducibleV
 .components V , . . . , V of the closed subset V _ D f of V has dimension1 r V
- dim V, i.e., the induction hypothesis is applicable to each V , r s 1, . . . , r.r
Hence there are partitions
V s C j ??? j Cr r1 r sr
with the desired properties. But then
srr
V s D f j C . D DV rs
rs1 ss1
is a partition of V which serves the purpose.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since B is Noetherian the G -algebra G is of0
finite type and is generated by G . In particular, each G is a finitely1 n
 4generated G -module. Because of J l A s 0 we will consider A as a0
subring of G . The hypothesis M r ; J implies that G is a finitely0 0
generated A-module. Thus, each G is a finitely generated A-module. Ifn
we set
Gqs G[ n
nG1
the subring
G9 s A [ Gq; G
is a graded A-algebra of finite type generated by G . Using G9 we will1
w xnow prove the following homogeneous version of 10, p. 156, Lemma 1 .
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If N is a finitely generated graded G9-module then there is some g g A, g /
0, such that N is a free A -module with a basis consisting of homogeneousg g
elements.
Before proving this claim we will first see how it can be used to prove
the theorem. Applying the claim to the G9-module G9 one finds g g A
such that GX is a free A -module with a homogeneous basis. It onlyg g
remains to take care of G to finish the proof of the theorem. But as far as0
w xonly G is concerned there is no grading involved and, by 10, Theorem 52 ,0
 .there exists some h g A, h / 0, such that G is a free A module.0 h h
Setting f s gh we finally get the desired basis for the A -module G byf f
 .  q.combining the images of the basis of G and the basis of G in G .0 h g f
To prove the claim we note that N has a filtration
0 s N 0 m N 1 m ??? m N q s N
by homogeneous submodules such that each N iq1rN i is isomorphic to
 X . .some G rp l with p ; G9 a homogeneous prime ideal and some l gi i i i
w x   . .Z}cf. 5, Theorem I 7.4 . The modules G9rp and G9rp l are thei i i
 . .  . .same except for the grading: G9rp l s G9rp . It is sufficient toi i j i l qji
deal with each one of the quotients N iq1rN i separately, i.e., we deal with
a graded domain H of the form G9rp, p a homogeneous prime ideal. If
the canonical homomorphism A ª H is not injective then for every g in0
the kernel of this map the A -module H is zero, in particular, it is free.g g
Now suppose that A ª H is injective, hence an isomorphism. Let d be0
 .  .the transcendence degree of qf H over K s qf A . We will use induction
on d.
If d s 0 then H s H s A and the claim holds trivially. So suppose now0
that d ) 0. In H m K there exists a set z , . . . , z of homogeneousA 1 d
elements of positive degrees such that H m K is integral overA
w x w xK z , . . . , z , cf. 22, p. 200, Theorem 25 . After multiplying the z , . . . , z1 d 1 d
by some suitable a g A it may be assumed that z , . . . , z g H. By1 d
hypothesis H is finitely generated over A. For each of the finitely many
w xgenerators there is a monic equation with coefficients in K z , . . . , z . If1 d
c g A is a common denominator for all the quotients arb g K, a, b g A,
w xoccurring in the equations then H is integral over C s A z , . . . , z .c c 1 d
 4Choose a maximal C-linearly independent subset u , . . . , u ; H consist-1 l c
ing of homogeneous elements. If k is the degree of u then one obtains ai i
short exact sequence
l
X0 ª C k ª H ª H ª 0 .[ i c c
is1
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of graded C-modules where H X is a finitely generated graded torsionc
  . . wmodule over C. As before, C k is C with shifted grading. By 5,i
xTheorem I 7.4 , there is a filtration
 4 0 1 ¨ X0 s P m P m ??? m P s Hc
by graded submodules such that
P iq1rP i ( Crq m .  .i i
for some homogeneous prime ideal q ; C and some m g Z. Since H X isi i c
a torsion module the ideals q all have height at least 1. But then eitheri
 .  .A ª Crq is not injective or the transcendence degree of qf Crq overi 0 i
K is less than d. In the first case there is some c g A, c / 0, such thati i
P iq1rP i ( Crq m s 0 .  . . c ci ii i
and in the second case induction implies that there is some c g A, c / 0,i i
 iq1 i.such that P rP is free with a homogeneous basis over A . Now ifc ci i
we set
g s c ? c ? ??? ? c1 ¨
w x then A z , . . . , z is a free A -module with a homogeneous basis beingg 1 d g
.a polynomial ring generated by homogeneous elements over A , hence sog
is
l
w xA z , . . . , z k . .[ g 1 d i
is1
X  X.Moreover, H s H m A has a filtrationg c A gc
 4 0 1 ¨ X0 s P : P : ??? : P s Hg g g g
in which the quotient of consecutive submodules is always free with a
homogeneous basis. Therefore, H X is free with a homogeneous basis andg
finally the short exact sequence
l
Xw x0 ª A z , . . . , z k ª H ª H ª 0 .[ g 1 d i g g
is1
of graded modules implies that H is A -free with a homogeneous basis.g g
This finishes the proof both of Theorem 2 and of Theorem 1.
One consequence of Theorem 1 is the possibility of bounding postula-
tion numbers:
 .COROLLARY 3. If R, M is a local Noetherian ring of residue characteris-
tic 0 then there is a map f : N ª N such that for e¨ery M-primary ideal I ; R
 .  .of nilpotency degree F r the postulation number p I is at most f r .
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Proof. As before, let I be the set of all M-primary ideals of nilpo-r
tency degree at most r. Then the set
 4H ¬ I g II r
 .is finite Theorem 1 . The function f : N ª N defined by
f r s Max p I I g I .  . 4r
obviously has the desired property.
A function f as in Corollary 3 will be called a bounding function.
In the corollary the bound for the postulation number depends on the
nilpotency degree. But as immediate consequences one obtains similar
bounding functions which depend on the length of RrI or}if R is
 .Cohen]Macaulay}on the multiplicity of I. If l s length RrI and r is
the nilpotency degree of I then r F l. In particular, I g I and, hence,l
 .  . wp I F f l . Now suppose that R is Cohen]Macaulay. Then 12, p. 212,
x  .Theorem 1 says that l F e if e denotes the multiplicity of I . Again this0 0
 .  .shows that p I F f e .0
In Cohen]Macaulay rings reduction numbers can be bounded similar to
postulation numbers:
 .COROLLARY 4. Let R, M be a d-dimensional local Cohen]Macaulay
ring. If I is an M-primary ideal of nilpotency degree at most r and if J ; I is a
 .reduction then the reduction number r s r J ; I of J in I is at most
 d  . .  . w2f r e R q r q 1 where e R is the multiplicity of R 3, Chap. VIII,
xp. 72 .
Proof. As J is a reduction of I and M r ; I there are the following
relations between the multiplicities of these ideals,
e M r G e I s e J .  .  .0 0 0
 w x. wfor the equality see 14, p. 146, Theorem 1 . By 3, Chap. VIII, p. 72,
xExample one sees that
e M r s r de M s r de R . .  .  .0 0
The remark following Corollary 3 shows that the nilpotency degree of J is
 . d  .at most e J F r e R . But then the nilpotency degree of IJ is at most0
d  . 2 d  .r e R q r. Also the nilpotency degree of I is at most 2 r F r e R q r.
Because of I rq1 s I rJ it is clear that I 2 r s I rJ r, i.e., there are powers of
I 2 and IJ which agree. But then both ideals have the same Hilbert
polynomial. Since the postulation numbers of both IJ and I 2 are bounded
 d  . .by s s f r e R q r one sees that
sq1sq1 2IJ s I . .  .
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This implies
I 2 sq1J s I 2 sq2 ,
and the reduction number is at most 2s q 1.
As in Corollary 3 suppose that I is the set of M-primary ideals in R ofr
nilpotency degree at most r. One way to determine the Hilbert polynomial
of some ideal I g I is to compute the d q 1 consecutive valuesr
H f r q 1 , . . . , H f r q d q 1 .  . .  .I I
 .d the dimension of R of the Hilbert function and then to solve a system
of linear equations to obtain the coefficients of the unique polynomial
dT q d y 1 T q d y 2P s e y e q y ??? q y1 e .I o 1 d /  /d d y 1
having the same values as the Hilbert function. For many ideals in I thisr
computation is far too complicated. Very often the postulation number will
 .be much smaller than f r . So, an alternative way to approach the
computation of P would be to take any d q 1 consecutive valuesI
H n y d , H n y d q 1 , . . . , H n .  .  .I I I
of the Hilbert function and then to determine the unique polynomial
dT q d y 1 T q d y 2n. n. n. n.P s e y e q y ??? q y1 e .I 0 1 d /  /d d y 1
n. .  .of degree d with P i s H i for i s n y d, . . . , n. The sequenceI I
en. , en. , . . . , en. .0 1 d nsd , dq1, . . .
eventually stabilizes at the coefficients of the Hilbert polynomial. One may
now ask the following
Question. Does there exist some l g N such that whenever this se-
quence is constant for l consecutive values of n then the coefficients of
the Hilbert polynomial have been reached?
 .There is an easy affirmative answer: With l s f r q 2 the answer is
obviously ``yes.'' But, of course, one is really interested in a number l
which is as small as possible. This leads to the following
 .Open Question. Suppose that R, M is a regular local ring of dimen-
sion d and let I be an M-primary ideal. Does there exist some l F d such
that the equalities
en. , en. , . . . , en. s enqi. , enqi. , . . . , enqi. , i s 1, . . . , l .  .0 1 d 0 1 d
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imply that
en. , en. , . . . , en. s e , e , . . . , e ? . .0 1 d 0 1 d
 .If this question or some variation thereof has a positive answer then
this would greatly facilitate the actual computation of Hilbert polynomials.
After proving that bounding functions exist for postulation numbers and
reduction numbers of M-primary ideals the next obvious question is if
bounding functions can actually be determined. The nature of a bounding
function will obviously depend on both the ring R and the class I of
M-primary ideals. In principal the actual determination of bounding func-
tions seems to be a hard problem. Therefore we will restrict our attention
to regular local rings of characteristic 0 and dimension 2 and will consider
three different classes of M-primary ideals.
The first two classes will be closely related to monomial ideals in a
polynomial ring. A standard technique for visualizing, and working with,
such ideals is provided by Newton diagrams. Therefore the next section is
devoted to Newton diagrams. In the succeeding sections this material will
be applied to gain results for ideals.
2. NEWTON DIAGRAMS
This is a technical section of a strictly auxiliary nature.
w xLet k X, Y be a polynomial ring in 2 variables over a field. Let
 .N s X, Y , the maximal ideal generated by the variables. If I is an ideal
w xof k X, Y then
2 a bN I s a, b g N X Y g I .  . 4
 w x.is the Newton diagram of I cf. 19 . The ideal is monomial if it is
generated by the set
a bX Y a, b g N I . .  . 4
The subset N ; N2 is the Newton diagram of a monomial ideal if and only
if
2 2N s N q N s x q y x g N , y g N . 4
If I and J are monomial then
N IJ s N I q N J . .  .  .
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 .Suppose that I is monomial. Then I is N-primary if and only if N I
 . 2contains points on both coordinate axes. The convex hull of N I in R is
 .  w x.denoted by conv N I . If I is the completion of I cf. 22, Appendix 4
2 .  .  w x. w xthen N I s N l conv N I cf. 19, Corollary 1.3 . Since k X, Y is
 .noetherian the convex set conv N I has finitely many extremal points.
Suppose from now on that I is N-primary. The extremal points are
 .  .enumerated as k , l , . . . , k , l with k - k - ??? - k . Then l s 00 0 s s 0 1 s s
 .and k s 0. The boundary of conv N I consists of two rays on the0
 .coordinate axes together with the finite polygon Pol I which consists of
 .  .  .the line segments Pol I connecting k , l and k , l for s ss sy1 sy1 s s
1, . . . , s. The ideal generated by
k ls sX Y s s 0, . . . , s 4
w xis a reduction of I 19, 20 .
The following is a simple but very useful fact about ideals in regular
local rings of dimension 2:
 .LEMMA 5. If R, M is a regular local ring of dimension 2 and if I is an
M-primary ideal and if J ; I is a reduction of I then
J rq1 ; I rq1 ; J r
for all r G 0.
Proof. The first inclusion is obvious. For the second one it may be
assumed that I is complete and J is a minimal reduction of I. It is known
w x 2from 8, Theorem 5.1 that I s IJ. This implies immediately that
I rq1 s IJ r ; J r
for every r G 0.
The result of Lemma 5 can be translated to polynomial rings: Let
w x w xR s k X, Y be the localization of k X, Y at its maximal ideal N. ThenN
R is a regular local ring of dimension 2 with maximal ideal M s NR.
w xSuppose that J, I ; k X, Y are N-primary ideals, J ; I a reduction. Then
JR, IR ; R are M-primary and JR is a reduction of IR. Hence Lemma 5
shows that
rrq1 rq1JR ; IR ; JR .  .  .
w x w xfor r G 0. If K is any N-primary ideal of k X, Y then K s k X, Y l KR.
Hence it follows that
J rq1 ; I rq1 ; I r .
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For the corresponding Newton diagrams this relation can be expressed in
the form
r q 1 N J ; r q 1 N I ; rN I . .  .  .  .  .
Based on these observations the following setup will be considered in
the rest of this section: Let N ; N2 be a subset such N s N q N2. There
is a finite subset E ; N such that N s E q N2. Any such subset is called
a generating set. Assume that N contains a point on each coordinate axis.
 . 2Let conv N be the convex hull of N in R . The finitely many extremal
 .  .  .points k , l , . . . , k , l of conv N are enumerated such that k - ???0 0 s s 0
 .- k . The polygon of N is Pol N , consisting of the line segmentss
 .  .  .Pol N joining k , l and k , l for s s 1, . . . , s. Defines sy1 sy1 s s
a s k y k , b s l y l ,s s sy1 s sy1 s
g s gcd a , b , .s s s
 4m s min a , b ,s s s
a bs sX Xa s , b s ,s sg gs s
c s lcm a , b , .s s s
d s bX k q aX l q c .s s sy1 s s s
Note the following relations between these numbers: g F m F c F d .s s s s
Also, one defines a linear function f bys
f x , y s bX x q aX y. .s s s
 .Then Pol N belongs to the line given by the equations
f x , y s d . .s s
For every 1 F r g N one has
r ? conv N s conv rN . .  .
 .The extremal points of this set are r k , l , s s 0, . . . , s. The liness s
 .through the segments Pol rN are given by the equationss
f x , y s rd . .s s
With N the following subsets of N2 will be associated:
2N s N l conv N , .
2N s k , l s q N . . 40 s s
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Obviously one has
N ; N ; N ,0
conv N s conv N s conv N . .  .  .0
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5 and the
observations following its proof:
COROLLARY 6. With the notation introduced abo¨e,
r q 1 N ; rN ; rN . 0
holds for e¨ery r G 0.
For s s 1, . . . , s let C ; R2 be the convex cone with vertex 0 gener-s
 .  .  .ated by k , l and k , l . From r q 1 N ; rN it follows thatsy1 sy1 s s 0
2x , y g C l N f x , y G r q 1 d .  .  . 40 s s
is contained in C l rN for all r G 0. This containment can be strength-s
 .ened observe that c - d :s s
LEMMA 7. For all s s 1, . . . , s one has
2x , y g C l N f x , y G rd q c ; C l rN. .  . 4s s s s s
 .  . .Proof. The points r k , l q r y r k , l , r s 0, . . . , r, all be-sy1 sy1 s s
long to C l rN and have the same value rd under the map f . Supposes s s
 . 2  .that x, y g C l N _ C l rN and f x, y G rd . It is geometricallys s s s
evident that rk F x F rk and rl F y F rl . Moreover, if x s rksy1 s s sy1 sy1
 .  .  .  . .q r y r k for some r then x, y g r k , l q r y r k , l qs sy1 sy1 s s
N2 ; rN, a contradiction. Hence there is a unique r for which
r q 1 k q r y r y 1 k - x - rk q r y r k . .  .  .sy1 s sy1 s
 .  .If y G r q 1 l q r y r y 1 l then it follows thatsy1 s
x , y g r q 1 k , l q r y r y 1 k , l q N2 ; rN , .  .  .  .  .sy1 sy1 s s
 .a contradiction. On the other hand, because of f x, y G rd one musts s
have
r l q r y r l - y. .sy1 s
 .Altogether this shows that x, y is contained in the open two-dimensional
interval bounded by the two points
r q 1 k q r y r y 1 k , r l q r y r l , .  .  . . .sy1 s sy1 s
rk q r y r k , r q 1 l q r y r y 1 l . .  .  . .sy1 s sy1 s
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By an easy computation one gets
f x , y - f rk q r y r k , r q 1 l q r y r y 1 l .  .  .  . .s s sy1 s sy1 s
s rd q c .s s
Now a small number theoretic fact is needed:
 .  .LEMMA 8. Suppose that a 1 , . . . , a n g N with n G c, 1 F c g N, are
 4gi¨ en. Then there are distinct i , . . . , i g 1, . . . , n , 1 F m F n, such that1 m
m
a i g cN. . j
jsi
   .  .. .Such a sum will be called a partial sum of the sequence a 1 , . . . , a n .
Proof. We will work in ZrcZ. The residue class of a g Z is denoted by
 4 < <a. It can be shown inductively that if M ; 1, . . . , n , M s m, then the
 .sequence a i ¬ i g M either has 0 as a partial sum or there are at least .
m different partial sums. Therefore every sequence of n numbers has
either a partial sum 0 mod c or n different partial sums mod c. Since
n G c this implies that one partial sum must be 0 mod c.
 .. 2  .LEMMA 9. If x , y is a family of points in N l Pol N and ifi i ig I s
< < < <I G g then there is a nonempty subset J ; I, say J s r, such thats
x , y s r y r k , l q r k , l .  .  .  . i i sy1 sy1 s s
igJ
 4for some r g 0, . . . , r .
 2  ..  .Proof. The set X s N l Pol N y k , l consists of the g q 1s sy1 s s
points
0, b , aX , b y bX , . . . , a , 0 . .  .  .s s s s s
 X X.  .  .  X X.With x , y s x , y y k , l , the family x , y , i g I, belongs to Xi i i i sy1 s i i
and contains at least g points. By Lemma 8 there is a subset J ; I suchs
X < <that  x s r a from some r g N. If J s r then obviously r F r. Byig J i s
an easy calculation
xX , yX s r a , 0 q r y r 0, b . .  .  .  . i i s s
igJ
 .The claim follows immediately from this by adding r k , l to the sum.sy1 s
With a similar technique as in the proof of Lemma 9 one gets
LEMMA 10. For e¨ery s s 1, . . . , s one has
r q 1 C l N ; k , l , k , l q rN 4 .  .  .  .s sy1 sy1 s s
 4for all r G max 1, m y 1 .s
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rq1 .Proof. Consider a sum  x , y with the summands from C l N. Ifis1 i i s
 .  .4one of the summands belongs to k , l , k , l then there issy1 sy1 s s
nothing to prove. So assume that this is not the case. It x G k for some jj s
 .  .  .  . 2then x , y s k , l q a, b with a, b g N . Picking some p / j, thej j s s
representation
rq1
x , y s k , l q x , y q a, b q x , y .  .  .  .  . . i i s s p p i i
is1 i/j , p
is of the desired form. Thus, one may assume that x - k for every j.j s
Similarly one reduces to the case that y - l for every j. With all thesej sy1
assumptions write
x , y s k , l q xX , yX . .  .  .i i sy1 s i i
Then 0 - xX - a , 0 - yX - b . Assume without loss of generality thati s i s
m s a . By Lemma 8 there is a partial sum of the xX which adds up to as s i
multiple of a , say t xX s ua . By the assumptions one has u - t. Fors is1 i s
each i s 1, . . . , t,
bX xX q aX yX G c ,s i s i s
hence
t X tc bs sX Xy G t y x s t y u b . . X Xi i sa as sis1 is1
This inequality yields
t
X Xx , y s u a , 0 q t y u 0, b q a, b .  .  .  .  . i i s s
is1
 . 2with a, b g N . But then
rq1 rq1
x , y s u k , l q t y u k , l q x , y q a, b .  .  .  .  .  . i i s s sy1 sy1 i i
is1 istq1
proves the assertion.
 4  4LEMMA 11. If r G 2 max c ¬ s q max d ¬ s y 1 thens s
C l r q 1 N s k , l , k , l q C l rN 4 .  .  .  .s sy1 sy1 s s s
for e¨ery s s 1, . . . , s.
Proof. The right hand side is obviously contained in the left hand
 .  .side. For the other inclusion pick x, y g C l r q 1 N. In particular,s
 .f x, y G 2 d , hences s
x , y g k , l , k , l q C , 4 .  .  .sy1 sy1 s s s
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say
x , y s k , l q x9, y9 .  .  .
with
k , l g k , l , k , l , x9, y9 g C . 4 .  .  .  .sy1 sy1 s s s
 .It is claimed that these choices can be made in such a way that x9, y9 g
 . rq1 .  .rN. Write x, y s  x , y with x , y g N. There are several cases tois1 i i i i
consider.
 .  .  4If k, l s x , y for some i g 1, . . . , r q 1 then the claim holds triv-i i
ially. So assume that this is not the case.
 4 < <  .Assume that there is a subset I ; 1, . . . , r q 1 , I G c with f x , ys s i i
) d for all i g I. Thens
f x , y G r q 1 d q c . .  .s s s
This implies that
f x9, y9 G rd q c , .s s s
 .hence, by Lemma 7, x9, y9 g rN, proving the claim in this case.
Now assume that there is no such set I of indices. Let
J s i f x , y s d . . 4s i i s
< <  .Since J G r q 1 y c y 1 G g , Lemma 9 yields the existence of somes s
< <subset K ; J, 1 F K s u, such that
x , y s u y ¨ k , l q ¨ k , l .  .  .  . i i sy1 sy1 s s
igK
 4for some ¨ g 0, . . . , u . Therefore
x , y s u y ¨ k , l q ¨ k , l q x , y . .  .  .  .  .sy1 sy1 s s i i
ifK
 .  .If k, l s k , l and if u y ¨ ) 0 thensy1 sy1
x9, y9 s u y ¨ y 1 k , l q ¨ k , l q x , y .  .  .  .  .sy1 sy1 s s i i
ifK
 .shows that x9, y9 g rN.
 .  .The case that k, l s k , l and ¨ ) 0 is handled similarly.s s
 .  .Suppose now that k, l s k , l and u y ¨ s 0. Settingsy1 sy1
x0 , y0 s ¨ y 1 k , l q x , y .  .  .  .s s i i
ifK
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 .  .  .one has x, y s k , l q x0, y0 . From the definition it is obvious thats s
 .  .x0, y0 g rN. If x0, y0 g C then the claim is proved. Otherwises
 .  .x0, y0 g C for some t - s . The strict inequality f x , y ) d holdst t i i t
 .for every i g J _ K. Also f k , l ) d . Altogether, the inequality holdst s s t
 .  .  .for at least c q d summands of x0, y0 . Hence f x0, y0 G r q 1 d qt t t t
 .  .  .c . From Lemma 7 it follows that x0, y0 g r q 1 N. But then x, y gt
 .  .  .  .r q 2 N, hence f x, y G r q 2 d . Because of f k, l s d one con-s s s s
 .  .cludes that f x9, y9 G r q 1 d . Again Lemma 7 applies to show thats s
 .x9, y9 g rN, i.e., the claim also holds in this case.
 .By symmetry the same argument also finishes the case that k, l s
 .k , l and ¨ s 0.s s
s  .LEMMA 12. If r G  m y 1 thenss1 s
s
r q 1 N s k , l , k , l q rN. 4 .  .  .D sy1 sy1 s s
ss1
Proof. Again, the right hand side is obviously contained in the left hand
rq1 .  .side. Conversely, pick  x , y g r q 1 N. By the choice of r there isis1 i i
 .  .a cone C containing at least m summands, say x , y , . . . , x , y gs s 1 1 t t
 .  .  X X .C , t G m . Write x , y s k , l q x , y . One may assume thats s t t sy1 s t t
 4m s a . By Lemma 8 there is a subset B / J ; 1, . . . , t such thats s
X < <  4 x s ua for some u g N. Let ¨ s J and w s min u, ¨ . Then onet g J t s
obtains
xX , yX s w a , 0 q ¨ y w 0, b q a, b .  .  .  .  . t t s s
tgJ
 . 2with a, b g N , hence the representation
rq1
x , y s w k , l q ¨ y w k , l q x , y q a, b .  .  .  .  .  . i i s s sy1 sy1 i i
is1 ifJ
proves the claim.
 4LEMMA 13. Suppose that s g 1, . . . , s and that
C l r q 1 N s k , l , k , l q C l rN 4 . .  .  .s sy1 sy1 s s s
for each r G q, q g N. Then for r G 2 q y 1 the ¨alues of the function
2h r s C l N _ C l rN .  .s s s
agree with the ¨alues of a polynomial function gi¨ en by some polynomial
w xp g Q T .s
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Proof. The set
Q s x , y g C l N2 ¬ '0 F a , b - 1: x , y .  . s
s a k , l q b k , l .  . 4sy1 sy1 s s
is called the ``fundamental parallelotope'' in C . The translatess
Q s u k , l q ¨ k , l q Q .  .u , ¨ sy1 sy1 s s
 . 2with u, ¨ g N form a disjoint cover of C . For every r G 1 the defini-s
tion implies that
Q ; C l rN.D u , ¨ s
uq¨Gr
On the other hand,
C l rN ; Q .Ds u , ¨
uq¨Gry1
 .  .For, suppose that x, y g Q with u q ¨ F r y 2. Then f x, y - rd ,u, ¨ s s
 .hence x, y f rN > rN.
As a first approximation of C l N2 _ C l rN consider the larger sets s
r q 1< < .D Q . This set contains exactly Q elements. It remains touq¨ F ry1 u, ¨ 2
analyze the cardinality of the set
S s Q _ C l N2 _ C l rN ; Q . .D Dr u , ¨ s s u , ¨ /
uq¨Fry1 uq¨sry1
Setting
R s rN l Qu , ¨ u , ¨
for u, ¨ with u q ¨ s r y 1 one has
?S s R .Dr u , ¨
uq¨sry1
If r G q then the hypothesis of the lemma implies that
S s k , l , k , l q S 4 .  .rq1 sy1 sy1 s s r
and, with u q ¨ s r,
¡ k , l q R if ¨ s 0 .sy1 sy1 uy1, ¨
k , l q R if 0 - u , ¨ .sy1 sy1 uy1, ¨~R su , ¨ j k , l q R .s s u , ¨y1¢ k , l q R if u s 0. .s s u , ¨y1
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Setting
RX s R y u k , l y ¨ k , l .  .u , ¨ u , ¨ sy1 sy1 s s
 . 2for any u, ¨ g N the sets R are translated into the fundamentalu, ¨
parallelotope Q. One has
< < < X <S s R ,r u , ¨
uq¨sry1
and for r G q, u q ¨ s r,
RX if ¨ s 0¡ uy1, ¨
X XX ~R j R if 0 - u , ¨R s uy1, ¨ u , ¨y1u , ¨
X¢R if u s 0.u , ¨y1
Thus, for every r G q the sets RX with u q ¨ s r y 1 are unions of setsu, ¨
RX , . . . , RX . More precisely, suppose that r G 2 q y 1. Thenqy1, 0 0, qy1
RX s RXry1, 0 qy1, 0
X XR s R j Rry2, 1 qy1, 0 qy2, 1
...
X X XR s R j ??? j Rryq , qy1 qy1, 0 0, qy1
...
X X XR s R j ??? j Rqy1, ryq qy1, 0 0, qy1
...
X X XR s R j R1, ry2 1, qy2 0, qy1
X XR s R .0, ry1 0, qy1
Thus, if r G 2 q y 1 then
qy1
X< < < < < <S s S q R ,rq1 r qy1yi , i
is0
i.e., the size of the sets S increases linearly with sloper
qy1
X< <a s R , qy1yi , i
is0
< <if r G 2 q y 1. Set b s S . Then putting everything together, for such2 qy1
r one has
r q 1< <h r s Q y a r y 2 q q 1 y b . .  .s  /2
Since this is a polynomial function the proof is complete.
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3. MONOMIAL IDEALS IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS
In the present section the results about Newton diagrams in Section 2
will be applied to obtain bounds for reduction numbers and postulation
numbers of monomial ideals in polynomial rings with 2 variables. Standard
algebraic techniques can be applied to transfer the results to regular local
rings of dimension 2 and characteristic 0.
w xAs before, let k be a field, k X, Y the polynomial ring in 2 variables,
 .N s X, Y the maximal ideal generated by the variables. The notation to
be used in connection with monomial ideals and their Newton diagrams
has been set up in Section 2.
3A. In this subsection let I be the class of monomial N-primary
ideals having a minimal reduction which is monomial.
w xAccording to 19 , if I g I then the convex hull of the Newton diagram
of I has exactly two extremal points, i.e., the number s of Section 2 is 1.
 k1 l0.The monomial minimal reduction of I is the ideal J s X , Y .
 .THEOREM 14. The reduction number r J ; I of J in I is at most m y 1
 4where m s m s min k , l is the order of I.1 1 0
Proof. If m s 1 then I s J and the claim holds trivially. So, suppose
that m ) 1. There is only one convex cone associated with the Newton
 . 2diagram of I cf. Section 2 , namely C s N . In this case Lemma 10 says1
that
mN I s 0, l , k , 0 q m y 1 N I 4 .  .  .  .  .0 1
s N J q m y 1 N I . .  .  .
This translates into
m my1I s I J .
A bound for the postulation number of I is given by
THEOREM 15. If I g I is an ideal of order m then the postulation number
of I is at most 2m y 4.
Proof. It was noted in the proof of Theorem 14 that
mN I s 0, l , k , 0 q m y 1 N I . 4 .  .  .  .  .0 1
The function h defined in the statement of Lemma 13 is exactly thes
 .Hilbert function H . According to Lemma 13, H r agrees with a polyno-I I
 .mial function i.e., with the values of the Hilbert polynomial for every
r G 2m y 3, hence the bound for the postulation number.
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I suspect that the bound obtained for the postulation number is not the
 .best possible in terms of the order . However, the following example
shows that the bound for the reduction number is optimal.
 k k .EXAMPLE 16. The ideal J s X , Y obviously is a reduction of I s
 k ky1 k .X , XY , Y . Considering Newton diagrams one sees immediately that
X ky1Y ky1.
2 g I ky1 _ I ky2 J. So the reduction number is at least k y 1.
 .Since it cannot be larger Theorem 14 it is exactly k y 1.
 .Both the reduction number r J ; I and the postulation number of
I g I can also be bounded in terms of the nilpotency degree. Since the
nilpotency degree is never smaller than the order it is immediate that the
functions
 4f : N ª N: r ª max r y 1, 01
 4f : N ª N: r ª max 2 r y 4, 02
are bounding functions for the reduction number and postulation number,
resp.
3B. In this subsection I is the class of all monomial N-primary
w xideals in k X, Y .
 .If I g I then the convex hull of N I will have more than 2 extremal
points, in general. Using the notation of Section 2, the minimal monomial
reduction of I then is the ideal
k ls sJ s X Y s s 0, . . . , s . .
 .THEOREM 17. The reduction number r J ; I of the minimal monomial
reduction J of I is at most m y s where m is the order of the ideal I. Note that
s .the order of I is gi¨ en by m s  m .ss1 s
Proof. If r G m y s then Lemma 10 says that
s
r q 1 N I s k , l , k , l q rN I 4 .  .  .  .  .D sy1 sy1 s s
ss1
s N J q rN I . .  .
On the level of ideals this translates into
rq1 rI s JI .
Theorem 17 is an immediate generalization of Theorem 14. In particu-
lar, the special class of monomial ideals considered in Subsection 3A does
not lead to improved reduction numbers compared with arbitrary mono-
mial ideals.
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A bound for the postulation number can be derived using Lemma 13.
THEOREM 18. The postulation number for I g I is at most 4c q 2 d y 4
 4  4if c s max c ¬ s , d s max d ¬ s .s s
Proof. It follows from Lemma 11 that
C l r q 1 N I s k , l , k , l q C l rN I 4 .  .  .  .  . .s sy1 sy1 s s s
for each s s 1, . . . , s if r G 2c q d y 1. With the function h defined ass
 .  .in the statement of Lemma 13 one has h r s p r for all s s 1, . . . , ss s
w xand all r G 4c q 2 d y 3 where p g Q T . Hence, in the range r G 4c qs
2 d y 3 the function s h is a polynomial function. This function isss1 s
closely related to the Hilbert function of H , but the two functions are notI
equal. On the level of Newton diagrams the difference between the
functions can be visualized clearly: For s s 1, . . . , s y 1 the integral points
 .  . son C l C _ rN I contribute to H only once, but twice to  hs sq1 I ss1 s
since they contribute to each of the two summands h and h . Thus,s sq1
s sy1
h r y H r s C l C _ rN I .  .  .  . s I s sq1 /
ss1 ss1
for every 1 F r g N. The sets on the right hand side can be described and
counted explicitly. Namely,
C l C _ rN I .  .s sq1
s a k , l .s s
k l a s 0, . . . , r y 1s sqb , ,5b s 0, . . . , gcd k , l . /gcd k , l gcd k , l .  . s ss s s s
C l C _ rN I s r ? gcd k , l . .  .  .s sq1 s s
 s .Hence the difference  h y H is a linear function of r if r G 1.ss1 s I
Since s h is a polynomial for all r G 4c q 2 d y 3 the same is true forrs1 s
the Hilbert function.
Again the bounds of Theorem 17 and Theorem 18 produce bounding
functions in terms of the nilpotency degree of the ideal I. Explicitly, if I
has nilpotency degree r then the order of I is at most r, hence
r J ; I F r y 1 .
 . 2Theorem 17 . As for the postulation number, note that obviously c, d F r ,
hence the postulation number is at most 6 r 2 y 4.
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3C. In this final subsection the results obtained for monomial ideals
in polynomial rings are transferred to regular local rings.
 .Let R, M be a regular local ring of residue characteristic 0 and
dimension 2 and suppose that I ; R is some M-primary ideal which is
 .generated by monomials in some regular system u, ¨ of parameters. The
Ã Ã ÃM-adic completion of R is R, its maximal ideal is M s MR, the extended
Ã Ã Ã  .ideal of I is I s IR. Considering R as a subring of R, u, ¨ is also a
Ã Ãregular system of parameters for R. Hence I is generated by monomials in
Ãu and ¨ . The Hilbert functions of I and I agree, hence their postulation
Ãnumbers agree. For any reduction J ; I the extended ideal J is a reduc-
Ã Ãtion of I. If K ; R is any M-primary ideal then K s KR l R. Therefore
Ã Ãthe reduction numbers of J in I and of J in I agree. Since the orders of I
Ãand I agree as well as the nilpotency degrees it follows that to find bounds
for reduction numbers and postulation numbers of I in terms of the order
Ãor the nilpotency degree is the same as to find such bounds for I.
ÃThe complete ring R contains a field k representatives and is isomor-
ww xx  wphic to the formal power series ring k u, ¨ cf. 3, Chap. IX, p. 30,
x. w xTheoreme 2.c . Let k u, ¨ be the polynomial ring in the variables u, ¨ ,Â Á
ww xxand let N be the maximal ideal generated by u, ¨ . Then k u, ¨ is the
w xcompletion of the regular local ring k u, ¨ at the maximal idealN
Ã Ã Ãw x w x w xNk u, ¨ . Set I9 s I l k u, ¨ , J9 s J l k u, ¨ . Then R is theN N N
w x w x w xNk u, ¨ -adic completion of k u, ¨ , I9, J9 are Nk u, ¨ -primary inN N N
Ã Ã Ãw xk u, ¨ and extend to I, J in R. Thus, the order and the nilpotencyN
Ãdegree of I9 are the same as those of I and I. Also, J9 ; I9 is a reduction
Ã Ãwith the same reduction number as J in I and J in I. The Hilbert
Ãfunctions of I9 and of I and of I agree. Therefore bounds for the
 .reduction number r J9 ; I9 and for the postulation number of I9 in terms
Ã Ã . of order or nilpotency degree are exactly the same as for r J ; I s r J ;
Ã.I and the common postulation number of I and I.
w x w xFinally, setting I0 s I9 l k u, ¨ and J0 s J9 l k u, ¨ one gets N-
primary ideals of the same order and nilpotency degrees as I and J. By
construction the ideal I0 is monomial. Again J0 ; I0 is a reduction with
unchanged reduction number. The Hilbert functions of I0 and I9 also
 .agree. Therefore, to find bounds for the reduction number r J ; I or the
postulation number of I in terms of orders or in terms of nilpotency
degrees is the same as to do so for I0 and J0. The essence of these
arguments is that the bounds obtained in Subsections 3A and 3B for
polynomial rings can be transferred directly to regular local rings. For
comparison with the bound obtained in the next section the results are
officially stated in terms of nilpotency degrees:
 .COROLLARY 19. Let R, M be a regular local ring of dimension 2 and
residue characteristic 0. Let I ; R be a M-primary ideal generated by monomi-
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 .als in some regular system u, ¨ of parameters. Suppose that I has a reduction
 k l.  .of the form J s u , ¨ . Let r be the nilpotency degree of I. Then r J ; I F
r y 1, and the postulation number of I is at most 2 r y 4.
 .COROLLARY 20. Let R, M be a regular local ring of dimension 2 and
residue characteristic 0. Let I ; R be a M-primary ideal generated by monomi-
 .als in some regular system u, ¨ of parameters. Suppose that J ; I is minimal
among the reductions of I generated by monomials in u and ¨ . Let r be the
 .nilpotency degree. Then r J ; I F r y 1, and the postulation number is at
most 6 r 2 y 4.
4. M-PRIMARY IDEALS IN REGULAR LOCAL RINGS OF
DIMENSION 2
In this section I is the set of all M-primary ideals in the regular local
 .ring R, M of dimension 2. As before we will first derive a bound for the
 .reduction number r J ; I where I g I and J ; I is a minimal reduction.
w xAccording to 8, Theorem 5.1 , the reduction number of I, the integral
wclosure of I, with respect to J is at most 1. By 8, Proposition 2.3,
xProposition 3.1 , the minimal number of generators of I is exactly
m s m I s ord I q 1 s ord I q 1. .  .  .
Suppose that a , . . . , a is a minimal set of generators for this ideal. Then1 m
for every a g I there are equations
m
aa s a a , j s 1, . . . , mj i j i
is1
2 .with a g J since I s IJ . This can be rewritten as a system AX s 0 ofi j
linear equations with matrix
a y a ??? ya11 1n
. .. .A s . . 0ya ??? a y am1 mm
 .having a , . . . , a as a nontrivial solution. Thus1 m
det A s a m q a a my1 q ??? qa s 0, . 1 m
where a g J i, and we have provedi
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 .PROPOSITION 21. Suppose that R, M is a regular local ring of dimen-
sion 2, that I is a M-primary ideal, and that J ; I is a reduction. For e¨ery
a g I there is a polynomial
T n q a T ny1 q ??? qa1 n
 i.  .with a g J of degree at most ord I q 1 ha¨ing a as a root.i
As a consequence we can now bound the reduction number of J in I:
 .THEOREM 22. Suppose that R, M is a regular local ring of dimension 2,
that I is a M-primary ideal, and that J ; I is a reduction. Then the reduction
 .  .  . .number r J ; I of J in I is bounded by ord I ord I y 1 .
 .  wProof. I can be generated by at most ord I q 1 elements cf. 8,
x.Remark 2.2 . Let J ; J be a minimal reduction of J, hence of I. Being a0
w xminimal reduction, J is generated by 2 elements 14, p. 154, Corollary 2 .0
Any minimal set of generators of J can be extended to a minimal set of0
w xgenerators of I 14, p. 147, Lemma 3 . Hence, there are a , . . . , a g I,1 t
 .  .t F ord I y 1, with I s a , . . . , a , J . For each a there is a polynomial1 t i
 .of degree ord I q 1 according to Proposition 21. This can be rephrased
by saying that
 .  .ord I q1 ord Ia , J s a , J J , .  .i i
  ..  .i.e., r J ; a , J F ord I . Now an inductive argument proves the claim.i
Suppose that
r J ; a , . . . , a , J F t y 1 ord I . .  .  . .1 ty1
We also have
r a , . . . , a , J ; a , . . . , a , J F ord I . .  .  . .1 ty1 1 t
Altogether this implies that
 .  .  .  .t?ord I q1 ord I ty1 ord I q1a , . . . , a , J s a , . . . , a , J a , . . . , a , J .  .  .1 t 1 t 1 ty1
 .  .  .ord I ty1 ord Is a , . . . , a , J a , . . . , a , J J .  .1 t 1 ty1
 .t?ord I: a , . . . , a , J J , .1 t
i.e.,
r J ; a , . . . , a , J F t ? ord I . .  . .1 t
 .Since t F ord I y 1 this finishes the proof.
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For future reference note that the proof actually yields a stronger result
 .than the one stated in the theorem. If t is the minimum of ord I y 1 and
 .  .  .length IrJ then the reduction number r J ; I is at most t ? ord I .
The theorem implies a bound for the reduction number also in terms of
the nilpotency degree:
COROLLARY 23. If the nilpotency degree of I is at most r then
r J ; I F max 1, r y 1 r y 2 . 4 .  .  .
 .  .Proof. It is always true that ord I F r. In case ord I - r the claim
 . rfollows immediately from Theorem 22. If ord I s r then J s M is
w xintegrally closed. By 8, Theorem 5.1 , the reduction number is F 1.
The bounds for the reduction numbers will now be used to derive
bounds for the postulation numbers. Given the M-primary ideal I pick a
minimal reduction J, which is necessarily generated by a system of param-
 .  w x.eters, say J s A, B cf. 14, p. 154, Corollary 2 . The associated graded
 .ring of J, gr R , is isomorphic to the polynomial ringJ
w xRrJ X , X ,1 2
where X s A q J, X s B q J. The Hilbert function of J is1 2
n q 1 n q 1H n s P n s e J s e I .  .  .  .J J 0 0 /  /2 2
  .  . w x.note that e I s e J }cf. 14, p. 146, Theorem 1 . If n is large enough0 0
then
n q 1H n s P n s e I y e I n q e I . .  .  .  .  .I I 0 1 2 /2
 .  .Therefore the difference H n y H n will eventually be a linear func-J I
tion of n. To bound the postulation number of I we will try to estimate
from which point on this difference is linear. Because of
H n y H n s length I nrJ n .  .  .J I
we will be interested in the RrJ-module I nrJ n. From Lemma 5 it is known
that
J n ; I n ; J ny1
for every n G 1 and, hence,
I nrJ n ; J ny1rJ n s gr R . . ny1J
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Thus, I nrJ n is a submodule of the free RrJ-module J ny1rJ n generated
by X ny1, X ny2 X , . . . , X ny1. Every element x g I nrJ n can be written1 1 2 2
uniquely as
ny1
i ny1yix s x X X . i 1 2
is0
If
j s Max i x / 0 4i
then we will call j the degree and x the leading coefficient of x. For everyj
j s 0, . . . , n y 1 the set
ny1. n nV s x g I rJ x s 0 for all i ) j 4j i
is a submodule of I nrJ n and
0 : V ny1. : ??? : V ny1. s I nrJ n .0 ny1
The quotient V ny1.rV ny1. is canonically isomorphic to an idealj jy1
I ny1. ; RrJ:j
V ny1.rV ny1. ( I ny1.X j X ny1yj ; RrJ ? X j X ny1yj.j jy1 j 1 2 1 2
Therefore
ny1
n n ny1.length I rJ s length I . .  . j
ns0
In the rest of the article the main concern is to study the changes in the
I ny1. with changing n.j
A first observation is
LEMMA 24. I ny1. ; I n. and I ny1. ; I n. for all n and j.j j j jq1
Proof. The multiplication maps
Ã ny1 nA: J ª J : a ª Aa,
Ã ny1 nB : J ª J : a ª Ba
induce
Ã ny1 n n nq1X : J rJ ª J rJ : x ª X x ,1 1
Ã ny1 n n nq1X : J rJ ª J rJ x ª X x .2 2
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Ã ÃSince A, B g I, both A and B restrict to
Ã n nq1 Ã n nq1A: I ª I , B : I ª I
Ã Ãand, therefore, the induced maps X , X also restrict to1 2
Ã n n nq1 nq1 Ã n n nq1 nq1X : I rJ ª I rJ , X : I rJ ª rJ .1 2
n. Ã ny1. .Because of the definition of the V one has X V ;j 1 j
n. Ã ny1. n. ny1. Ãy1 n. ny1. ny1. .  .V , X V ; V and V l X V s V , V ljq1 2 j j j 1 j jy1 j
Ãy1 n. ny1. Ã Ã .X V s V . Hence X and X induce injective homomorphisms2 jy1 jy1 1 2
V ny1.rV ny1. ª V n.rV n. and V ny1.rV ny1. ª V n.rV n. . The asser-j jy1 jq1 j j jy1 j jy1
tion is now clear.
The following immediate consequence of Lemma 24 will be needed at a
later point:
COROLLARY 25. The inclusion I 0. ; I n. holds for all j, n g N, j F n.0 j
 .Let r s r J ; I and suppose that n G r. Since
I nq1 s I n ? A q I n ? B
one sees that
I nq1rJ nq1 s X ? I nrJ n q X ? I nrJ n . ) .1 2
LEMMA 26. If n G r q 1 then
I ny1.s I ny2. s ??? s I  ry1.ny1 ny2 ry1
ny1. ny2.  r .I s I s ??? s Iny2 ny3 ry1
...
ny1. ny2.I s Ir ry1
ny1. ny2. ny2.I s I q Iry1 ry1 ry2
and
I ny1. ; I ny1. ; ??? ; I ny1. .ny1 ny2 ry1
 .Proof. We use induction on n. If n s r q 1 then formula ) shows
that I  r . s I  ry1. since no element of X ? V  ry1. q X ? V  ry1. can haver ry1 1 ry2 2 ry1
degree r. Moreover, if x g V  r ., say x s X y q X z with y, z g I rrJ r itry1 1 2
is clear that the degree of y is at most r y 2 and the degree of z is at
most r y 1. So, if
y s y X ry2 X q ??? , z s z X ry1 q ???ry2 1 2 ry1 1
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then
x s y q z X ry1X q ??? .ry2 ry1 1 2
proves that
I  r . s I  ry1. q I  ry1. .ry1 ry1 ry2
This also shows that
I  r . s I  ry1. ; I  r . .r ry1 ry1
Assuming the claim for n we will now prove it for n q 1. Every element
x g V n. _ V n. can be represented asj jy1
x s X y q X z .1 2
Let p and q be the degrees of y and z. Suppose that j G r y 1. It is clear
that p G j y 1 or q G j. Writing
ny1 ny1
i ny1yi i ny1yiy s y X X , z s z X X i 1 2 i 1 2
is0 is0
and assuming that p F j y 1 and q F j one sees that x has the leading
coefficient
x s y q z g I ny1. q I ny1. .j jy1 j jy1 j
If p G j then q G j q 1, and vice versa. If this is the case then q s p q 1.
Now assume by way of contradiction that there are no y and z with
p F j y 1 and q F j. Suppose that y and z have been chosen such that p
and q are minimal. By induction we know that I ny1. s I ny2., i.e., there isq qy1
some a g V ny2. _ V ny2. with leading coefficient z . Then y9 s y q X aqy1 qy2 q 2
and z9 s z y X a have degrees p9 and q9, respectively, and p9 - p, q9 - q.1
But since
x s X y q X z s X y9 q X z91 2 1 2
this contradicts the minimality of p and q. If j s r y 1 this proves that
n. ny1. ny1. ny1. ny1. I s I q I and if j G r then, because of I ; I induc-j jy1 j j jy1
. n. ny1.tion we even have I s I . To finish the proof we note that thej jy1
containment relations are clear from
I n. s I ny1. ; I ny1. s I n. , j G r q 1,j jy1 jy2 jy1
and
n. ny1. ny1. ny1. n.I s I ; I q I s I .r ry1 ry1 ry2 ry1
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From Lemma 26 we learn that the ideals I n. are very well behaved ifj
n G r q 1 and j G r y 1. Now we turn to the ideals I n. with j F r y 1.j
LEMMA 27. If n G r q 1 and
I ny1. s I n. , I ny1. s I n. , . . . , I ny1. s I n.0 0 1 1 ry1 ry1
then
I ny1. s I nql . , I ny1. s I nql . , . . . , I ny1. s I nql .0 0 1 1 ry1 ry1
for e¨ery l G 0.
Proof. It suffices to discuss the assertion for l s 1. Assume by way of
contradiction that x g V nq1. _ V nq1., j F r y 1, has leading coefficientj jy1
x g I nq1. _ I n.. As in the proof of Lemma 26, x s X y q X z with yj j j 1 2
and z of degrees p and q, respectively. Either p F j y 1 and q F j or
p G j and q G j q 1. In the first case we have
x s y q z g I n. q I n. ,j jy1 j jy1 j
where
n n
i nyi i nyiy s y X X , z s z X X . i 1 2 i 1 2
is0 is0
The hypothesis together with Lemma 24 shows that
I n. q I n. s I ny1. q I n. s I n. ,jy1 j jy1 j j
and we obtain a contradiction. In the second case we have q s p q 1 again
and we suppose that p and q are minimal. If q G r then, by Lemma 26,
there is some a g V ny1. _ V ny1. with leading coefficient z . Thenqy1 qy2 q
x s X y q X z s X y9 q X z91 2 1 2
with
y9 s y q X a, z9 s z y X a.2 1
Moreover, y9 and z9 have degrees p9 and q9 with p9 - p, q9 - q,
contradicting the minimality of p and q. Finally suppose that q F r y 1.
In this case there is some a g V ny1. _ V ny1. with leading coefficient y .p py1 p
Now
y9 s y y X a, z9 s z q X a2 1
give a contradiction just as above.
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Let m be the smallest integer satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 27.
Then one has the following situation concerning the ideals I my1ql ., l G 0:j
I my1. s I m. s I mq1. s ???0 0 0...
my1. m. mq1.I s I s I s ???ry2 ry2 ry2
 .mq1¡ ¦Iry1 .mIry1  .mq1my1. ~ ¥II s s s ???rry1  .m 5Ir  .mq1¢ §Irq1
my1. m. mq1.I s I s I s ???r rq1 rq2...
my1. m. mq1.I s I s I s ??? .my 1 m mq1
 n n.So, from this point on, length I rJ depends linearly on n with slope the
length of I my1.. In particular, m exceeds the postulation number. Tory1
bound the postulation number we only have to bound m.
For every n G 0 and every j G n q 1 we define I n. s 0 and considerj
the submodules
r
rq1n. n.M s I ; RrJ . .[ i
is0
We have seen that
0 ; M 0. ; M 1. ; ??? .
If I s J then the Hilbert function is a polynomial over all of N, i.e., the
postulation number is - 0 and poses no problem. So assume now that
I / J. Then I 0. s IrJ / 0. By Corollary 25 the sequence0
0 ; M 0. ; ??? ; M  r .
is properly increasing with
length M k .rM ky1. G length IrJ ) 0. . .
According to the definition of m this is the smallest number n such that
M ny1. s M n.. Moreover, M my1. s M m. s M mq1. s ??? by Lemma 27.
Because of
rq1length RrJ s r q 1 e I , .  .  .0
length M  r . G r q 1 length IrJ .  .  .
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the sequence becomes stationary not later than at step
r q r q 1 e y r q 1 length IrJ s r q r q 1 length RrI , .  .  .  .  . .0
i.e.,
m F r q 1 length RrJ q 1 F r q 1 e I . .  .  .  . . 0
Because of Theorem 22 this proves
 .THEOREM 28. If I is an M-primary ideal in the regular local ring R, M
of dimension 2 then the postulation number of I is at most
1 q ord I ord I y 1 e I . .  .  . . . 0
The remark following the proof of Theorem 22 leads to a further slight
 .  .improvement of the bound in Theorem 28. If length RrI G e I y0
  . .ord I y 1 then the bound for r can be lowered namely, r F
 .  .  .ord I length IrJ . For example, if length IrJ s 1 then the bound is
 .  .  .ord I for the reduction number and ord I e I for the postulation0
number.
Finally, the bound of Theorem 28 also yields a bound in terms of the
 .  .nilpotency degree r of I. As noted before, ord I F r and if ord I s r
 . 2  . 2 rthen I is complete. Similarly, e I F r and if e I s r then I s M ,0 0
 .  .i.e., I is complete. But if I is complete then H n s P n for every n G 0I I
w x  .8, Theorem 5.2 and p I - 0. Together with Theorem 28 this implies
COROLLARY 29. If the nilpotency degree of I is at most r then the
postulation number is bounded by
r 2 y 3r q 3 r 2 y 1 . .  .
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